IDENTIFYING CAUSE & EFFECT TASK CARDS
Use these 24 task cards to help your students identify cause and effect relationships in text. Each
card has a short story and asks students to identify both a cause and an effect from the text. You
will also find a cover card and three challenge cards that can be used to extend the activity.
There are several ways to use these cards. You could use them orally with small groups and have students
discuss the answers. They could also be used individually with students answering on notebook paper or on
the provided answer sheets. Students can check their work using the included answer keys.
Print this set out in color. For black and white printing, please use the included black line version. If you are
printing in black and white, consider printing on colored paper. Simply print and cut along the guidelines.
Laminate and use them again and again. Another option is to print on card stock. The cover card can be
used for your Reading Strategies Center or on the container/baggie you use to hold the cards.
This set of cards is for identifying cause and effect relationships. If you would like your students to practice
generating cause and effect, you might be interested in this set of task cards.
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What caused Mario's sandwich to get squished?
What was the effect of Mario's
sandwich getting squished?
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Mario looked at the clock. The bus
3
would be here in a few minutes! He
threw his sandwich into his lunch bag and then
tossed in an apple and a juice box. He made it to
the bus in time, but at lunch time, he found his
sandwich was a squishy mess! Mario decided to
buy hot lunch instead.

What caused Amelia to drop the papers?
What was the effect of
Amelia dropping the papers?
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Amelia was on her way to the office.
1
Her teacher had asked her to bring some
papers to the secretary. A boy accidentally
bumped into her. Amelia dropped all of the papers
on the floor. The boy apologized and helped her
to clean them up.

Monica was baking cookies. She had
2
just put a batch in the oven when the
phone rang. It was her friend, Phoebe. After
awhile, Monica smelled something burning. ""Oh no,
the cookies!" she said, and quickly hung up the
phone. The cookies were black. Monica sighed and
threw them in the garbage.
What caused the cookies to burn?
What was the effect of
burning the cookies?
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Ethan was reading a really good book!
4
He started reading at 9:00 and couldn't
make himself stop. By the time he finished
the book, it was after midnight. Ethan slept
though his alarm the next morning and was
late for school.
What caused Ethan to stay up past midnight?
What was the effect of Ethan
staying up past midnight?
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Challenge Card #2

Write a paragraph with the
same effect, but caused by
a different event.
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Challenge Card #1

Write a paragraph with the
same cause, but a different
effect.
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Challenge Card #3

Write a second paragraph telling
what could have happened next.

Tip: The effect of the paragraph on
the card will become the cause in
your paragraph.
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Date:

IDENTIFYING CAUSE & EFFECT TASK CARDS
Answer Sheet for Cards 1.-.12 _ Use this chart to record your answers
Card.#

Cause
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Effect

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
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IDENTIFYING CAUSE & EFFECT TASK CARDS
Answer Key for Cards 1.-.12 _ Use this chart to check your work
Card.#

Cause

C

E

Effect

1

A boy accidentally bumped into her.

The boy apologized and helped Amelia to clean up the papers.

2

Monica spent too long on the phone.

Monica threw the cookies away.

3

He threw an apple and a juice box on top of it.

He decided to buy hot lunch.

4

He was reading a really good book and couldn't stop.

He overslept and was late for school.

5

He ate too much cake and ice cream at the party.

6

The carton was too heavy for Davy to pour.

He skipped dinner and went straight to bed.
The bowl overflowed and there was milk and cereal all
over the table.

7

She saw Callie standing by herself.

Amber and Callie became friends.

8

He ran over broken glass.

He had to stop and repair it.

9

The elevator was broken.

She was so tired that she collapsed on the couch.

10

Carmen turned the faucet as far as it would go.

Mom got wet!

11

He decided to play a game on his computer.

He did poorly on the test.

12

Cody forgot to let him out.

He chewed up one of Mom's shoes.
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Thanks so
very much

Based on this purchase, here are some other
products you may want to check out.

Save a bundle by
purchasing in bundles!
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